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 How we can help reduce the health  
 impacts of London’s takeaways



introduction

In 2010, the capital’s fast food outlets  
hit the headlines when several London  
boroughs attempted to control their  
proliferation through new planning guidance 
and regulation. These measures sparked 
debate and a number of high profile  
legal challenges. 

In response we’ve created a toolkit to help 
boroughs understand the options available 
when tackling the public health impacts of 
takeaways. The key recommendations are 
summarised in this booklet. 





Fast food benefits

Fast food is a defining symbol of the  
modern age. As the pace of life has  
increased so has our hunger for fast, 
convenient and takeaway foods. As  
traditional modes of shopping have  
declined the high street baker and butcher 
have been replaced by global chains and 
local, independent fast food stores. 

These are usually seen by town centre  
planners as key to a vibrant high street.  
Often run by local entrepreneurs, many 
from ethnic minority communities and  
employing local people they fulfil an  
important local economic and  
community function. 



Fast food drawbacks

With the planet facing an obesity epidemic, 
people have started looking at the impact 
fast food has on the health of the  
population. London and the wider UK  
face a weighty problem with rising levels  
of obesity.

The London Food Board and Chartered  
Institute of Environmental Health look  
forward to working with a wide range of 
stakeholders to tackle this problem. We 
hope this toolkit can help to strengthen 
partnerships and affect positive change in 
the long term.



Recommendations

The toolkit has three broad  
recommendations in response to the  
challenges that London boroughs face by 
the increase in takeaways.  
 
These are summarised over the  
following pages:

 w making food healthier

 w starting them young

 w planning for health



Making food healthier

We recommend that local authorities 
should work with takeaway businesses and 
the food industry to make food healthier. 

Through information, training and advice 
and the promotion of schemes such as 
London’s Healthier Catering Commitment, 
environmental health teams should support 
businesses to improve the food they offer 
and help them save money.  
 
These teams visit a wide range of food 
premises to conduct food safety  
inspections and are ideally placed to work 
with takeaway businesses to encourage 
healthier eating and diets. 



starting them young

We recommend that schools introduce 
strategies to reduce the amount of  
unhealthy food children consume during 
lunch breaks and on their journey to and 
from school. 

A ‘stay on site’ approach to lunches can 
help prevent children buying fast food at 
lunch time. We also believe schools should 
work to improve the quality of their school 
meals and dining experience so that more 
young people want to eat in at lunch. 
Schools (including academies) should stick 
to the national nutritional standards as  
advocated by the School Food Trust.





Planning for health

 

We recommend that local authorities use 
regulatory and planning measures to  
address the proliferation of hot food  
takeaway outlets. 

Local authorities should use their existing 
regulatory resources to encourage good 
practice within the takeaway sector. For 
example, new street trading policies, and 
better enforcement of hygiene standards, 
waste regulations and odour control.  

 



In areas where there is a high  
concentration of fast food outlets,  
or where vulnerable groups such as  
children and young people are a concern,  
we recommend that local authorities adopt 
clear planning policies that enable them to 
restrict the opening of new takeaways. 

These policies should be well thought 
through and evidence based and should 
be articulated in their local development 
frameworks or supplementary planning  
documents and guidance, where the  
framework has been completed. 



To see the full toolkit please visit 
london.gov.uk/takeaways
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